
Shaped by innovation..

Presents:

THE CUBE



 Designing a new, innovative functional fitness rig takes time and 
forward thinking. A great rig synergies the most essential aspects 
of functional fitness, while peppering in a healthy dose of 
accessories that significantly add to its performance. 

 Following the above assumption, Naomi Fitness Design has 
created a fresh, bold design that not only engages your 
members, but also provides the benefits of space-saving 
technology. Recognizing that the real estate in your club is at a 
premium, Naomi Fitness Design has produced a cage that 
combines a juggernaut of features, while maximizing your overall 
workspace. We are proud to introduce THE BRIDGE. 

Overview



 Fully modular system that adapts to the environment of the end 
user

 CUBE spans the entire functional fitness model with vast array of 
exercises from beginner through advanced

 Several pre-configured models available, to suit any spatial 
requirement

 Modular design to allow for virtually endless configurations

 Fully customizable with generous amount of accessories 
included, so that you can start your functional fitness experience 
right away, without further expenditures

Features & Benefits



D500

- Imposing design for those with plenty of space and 

room to build

- Double side-by-side horizontal ladders

- Vertical ladder

- Full size climbing peg board spanning the width of the 

construction

- Protruding monkey bar

- Accessory storage racks

- Pull-up bars

- Rotational hand over hand crank bar

- Size: 710cm (23.30 ft.) x 550cm (18.04 ft.)

- Height: 290cm (9.51 ft.)



D400

- Classic design paired with unparalleled 

functionality for those with  limited space 

availability

- Double side-by-side horizontal ladders

- Full-size pegs climbing board

- Dual climbing rope station

- Accessory storage racks

- Pull-up bars

- Plenty of space for your suspension training 

needs

- Size: 590 cm (19.35 ft.) x 550 cm (18.04 ft)

- Height: 290 cm (9.51 ft.)



D300

- Proof that smaller is not necessarily bad, full size features 

with all the benefits of a minimal footprint

- Double horizontal ladders can be utilized for suspension 

or gym rings accessories

- 4 accessory storage racks 

- Full size peg climbing board

- Dip and plyo removable attachments

- Rebounder station

- D300 can be manufactured in larger proportions, in 

accordance to you space specifications

- Size: 470 cm (15.42 ft.) x 550 cm (18.04 ft.)

- Height: 290 cm (9.51 ft.)



S500

- S500 is inspired by D500 model but with a 

sleeker, slimmer design

- Single horizontal ladder with double rungs

- Removable vertical ladder 

- Protruding monkey bar ladder that can be 

utilized for hanging of various accessories

- 4 individual accessory storage racks

- Pull-up bars

- Rotational hand over hand crank bar

- Size: 710 cm (23.30 ft.)x 440 cm (14.43 ft.)

- Height: 290 cm (9.51 ft.)



S400

- Ideal choice for those who require fully 

equipped multi-cage and prefer a 

longer but narrower design.

- Single horizontal ladder

- Single vertical ladder

- 4 accessory storage racks

- Proprietary ALFA attachment system for 

Dip, AB Throne and other Naomi-made 

accessories

- Plenty of room for attaching your 

suspension based accessories

- Protruding monkey bar ladder

- Size: 590 cm (19.35 ft.) x 440 cm (14.43 

ft.)

- Height: 290 cm (9.51 ft.)



S300

- Same unique design as S400 but 

slightly shorter

- Single horizontal ladder

- Single vertical ladder

- 4 accessory storage racks

- Proprietary ALFA attachment 

system for Dip, AB Throne and 

other Naomi-made accessories

- Plenty of room for attaching your 

suspension based accessories

- Protruding monkey bar ladder

- Size: 470 cm (15.42 ft.) x 440 cm 

(14.43 ft.)

- Height: 290 cm (9.51 ft.)



 40 days lead time for most models

 Several ways to place your order:

 Through our website contact page at www.naomifitnessdesign.com

 Drop us an email at the following addresses:

 marek@naomifitness.com

 darek@naomifitness.com

 Call us: Marek Brzozka CEO- +48 881 912 539

 Darek Debek- VP Global Markets- +48 665 227 301

 Michal Kowalczyk Head of Design- +48 605 879 940

 Or contact your local distributor

Availability
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